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We consider a coupled system of two elliptic partial differential equations that 
models stationary incompressible two-component miscible displacement in porous 
media. We suppose that the dispersion tensor depends on the velocity (the so-called 
Peaceman model, see, e.g., [D. W. Peaceman, Sot. Pet. Eng. J. 6 (1966), 213-2161. 
Assuming that the mobility ratio is not too large, we prove the existence of at least 
one solution in IV:(Q) x IV?(Q). Furthermore, supposing that the data are small, 
we also establish well-posedness in Wg(f2) x Wj (s1). 0 1991 Academic PM, hc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the mathematical properties of the coupled nonlinear 
elliptic system 
v= --$$ [Q-j-l in Q, (1.1) 
div u = q1 - qp in Q, (1.2) 
u.v=o on r=XJ, (1.3) 
-div{@(u)Vc-uc}+qPc=qr in 52, (1.4) 
P(u) vc . v = g on r, (1.5) 
where Q is a given domain in KY. 
The system (1.1 )-( 1.5) models stationary incompressible two-component 
miscible displacement. Equation (1.1) is Darcy’s law and provides connec- 
tion between the velocity u and the pressure p. Consequently, (l.lk( 1.3) is 
an elliptic equation for pressure, with a concentration-dependent coeffkient 
p(c). The third equation, (1.4), is an elliptic equation for a concentration 
c of the invading fluid (water + additive), with coeffkients depending on 
the pressure through the Darcy velocity v. 
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For general p(c) and D(v), the system (l.lb( 1.5) describes various 
models for two-component miscible flows, but we are interested in studying 
the Peaceman model of miscible flows (for more details, see Peaceman [9], 
Russell and Wheeler [lo], Russell et al. [ 111, Sammon [ 123, and referen- 
ces therein). For more information about other models of miscible flows, 
one should consult Chavent [2] and Scheidegger [13]. In the Peaceman 
model, @(o), 0 <b < 1, is given by 
Dqu)=xd,z+d~ Iuy+~ T(u)+d, IuIl’@ (I- T(u)), (1.6) 
where the positive constants x, d,, d,, and d, denote the porosity, the 
molecular diffusion coefficient, the longitudinal dispersivity, and the trans- 
verse dispersivity, respectively. The matrix T is given by 
T,(u)=% (1.7) 
(see, e.g., Russell and Wheeler [ 10, p. 461). The most important case is 
fl=O and there are a large number of papers considering numerical 
analysis of the nonstationary variant of the system (l.l)-(1.5). (See 
Douglas et al. [3], Russell and Wheeler [lo], Russell et al. [ 111, Sammon 
[ 121, and references therein.) 
In (1.1~(1.5) the behavior of p as a function of c is very important 
to viscous lingering, displacement efficiency, and ultimate oil recovery. 
This behavior depends on the mobility ratio M= p(O)/p( 1). It has been 
observed experimentally that for M> 1, displacement fronts are physically 
unstable, i.e., small perturbations of a front grow into viscous lingers. 
We are therefore interested in the case when ~1 exhibits a behavior which 
generalizes the most widely used form of 
-- p;c)-& C(M’/4- lb+ 11’3 CE [O, 11. 
As given by Sammon [ 123, the right-hand side of Eq. (1.2) represents 
the difference between the sum of injection well source terms (q’) and the 
sum of production well sink terms (4’). Both sums are nonnegative. 
Q = In q1 =Jn qp determines the total reservoir flow rate. Each q’,’ is 
nonzero only near its well locations xi”’ inside the reservoir. In the Darcy 
law (1.1 ), f denotes gravity in most situations. Furthermore, we suppose 
that the boundary r is closed, i.e., u . v = 0 and {O@(u) Vc - UC} v= 0 on ZY 
In this paper we want to give answers to questions posed by Russell et 
al. [ll, pp. 89-901, i.e., to establish existence, uniqueness, and continuous 
dependence on data for problem (1.1~(1.5). For the reasons mentioned 
above, our answer depends on the magnitude of the mobility ratio M. 
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More precisely, we have existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence 
on data for A4 which is not larger than a constant, depending on Q and the 
data. 
Let us note that for M= 1, the system is not coupled any longer. One 
can solve the equation for pressure and then calculate the velocity. Finally, 
everything reduces to studying an elliptic equation with Wk coefficients. In 
the parabolic case, M= 1 was solved in detail by Sammon [ 123. 
Throughout this paper we use the standard notation for Sobolev spaces 
and their norms. Following Grisvard [6], we denote a norm in W:(Q) by 
II . II k,r,R. 
We confine ourselves to the elliptic problem. The nonstationary case will 
be discussed in a forthcoming paper. Let us mention that the idea to apply 
the Schauder theorem in studying such coupled systems was also used by 
Ford et al. [S], where a one-dimensional compressible immiscible two- 
phase flow was discussed. Let us also note that we can treat the coupled 
quasilinear system 
4x, c, VP) = -44 C,{VP - Y(X, c) vz> in 52, 
div u = q in Sz, 
u*v=o on r, (1.9) 
div[b(x, c, VP) Vc] - u Vc = g(x, c) in Q, 
b(x,c,Vp)Vc*v=h on r, 
as a natural generalization of the system (l.l)-(1.5) (for more details, see 
Ewing and Wheeler [4]). Because of the importance of our particular 
model and in order to simplify the technical difficulties, we prefer to give 
proofs for the system (l.l)-(1.5). 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND SOME AUXILIARY RESULTS 
In this section we formulate problem (1.1~(1.5) in a precise way. We 
assume that B c R”, n > 1, is a bounded domain with a boundary r~ C’s’. 
Then the problem is as follows: 
Find a pair (p, c) E Wf(sZ) x W;(Q) such that 
u = --i(c) mm+ -fl (a.e.) in 52, 
div u = q1 - qp (a.e.) in 0, 
v.v=o (a.e.) on f, 
-div{@(u)Vc--uc}+qPc=qi (a.e.) in 0, 
DB( v) Vc . v = g (a.e.) on r 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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Here DB is given by (1.6) for /I E [0, 1). K is a symmetric matrix such that 
KE Wk(sZ)n2 and (K& r)aaK ItI’, V<E R”. v is the outward normal. We 
assume that 
q1 EL,(Q), qp E L,(Q), q’,p 2 0 (a.e.) in 52, 
gE W,‘-‘lr(r), f fzL,(Q),rE(n, +oo), (2.6) 
qp > C, > 0 on some open set in Q of positive measure, 
together with a compatibility condition 
I ( q1 - qp ) dx = 0. R (2.7) 
For the function c we suppose that 
i E wm, o<r*Gc(t)Gr*< +co, VteR. (2.8) 
Obviously, 5 = l/p, given by (1.8) and extended from [O, 1 J to R in a 
proper way, satisfies (2.8). 
In order to prove that the system (2.1~(2.5) is uniformly elliptic, we 
have to check the positive definiteness of the matrix DB. We have the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For u E C(a)“, the inequality 
(Debt, 512 Czd,+min{4,4) 141+Bl 1<12, 
holds true. 
v&j E IF!“, (2.9) 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let the matrix DB(u) be given by (1.6). Then 
De E CiO; B( UY), r/ vi, jfs { 1, . ..) n}, (2.10) 
for O-c/l< 1. For /?=O, we have 
D, = D; E W&,,& [w”). (2.11) 
Proof It follows directly from the identities D:(u) = d, (uI@ + l+ 
(dp - d,) U.U. JulB-l 
(de -d&f iuj8-’ 1 
for i#j and D$(u) = xd,,, + d, Iu(~+’ + 
> <i,J\n. ‘< 
Our next step is to establish the properties of the system (2.1k(2.3) for 
a given c. In order to do this, we study an auxiliary problem, 
-div(c(O)K(x)[Vz-f]}=q’-qP in Q, 
r(o)K(x)[Vn-f] .v=o on K 
(2.12) 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let KE W f,(Q)“’ be a symmetric positive definite matrix 
and let (2.6) and (2.7) hold true. Then problem (2.12) has a unique 
solution 7cE W;(Q), Jn x = 0. Furthermore, there exists a constant C, = 
C,(Q, IIKII l,m,R) such that 
Ibll 2,r,n6~~~Il~‘-~Pl10,r,62+ llflll,r,s2>. (2.13) 
Proof See, e.g., Grisvard [6], Ladyienskaya and Ural’ceva [7], or 
NeEas [8]. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let c satisfy (2.8) and let s,, SUE Wk(Q). Then 
IIT(sl)-i(s2)lll,~,n~(n+ lKl+ II~2111,m,~l 
x 111’11 l,m,b8 lb1 -32llI,m,R (2.14) 
Now we introduce the following new constant and auxiliary functions: 
11411  - ~h,d G C,,UX r) II&l l,r,~T 
i.e., C,,(Q, r) is a constant connected with a trace of a 4 E W:(0) at the 
boundary; 
C,=max{l, C,} .max{L Cl +G,(Q, r)l llKlll,m,R (n+ l)‘}. (2.16) 
A,@> $I= Ilhllo,,,n +Mll~,r.~~ Vh E L,(Q), V4 E W;(Q), (2.17) 
A2(h,4)=2(n+1)3 llKlll,co,~max{L llill~.,,~) 
x GA,(h, 41, Vh E L,(Q), WE W;(Q), (2.18) 
NY)= (1+ YMl - Yh YE(O, 1). (2.19) 
We have 
LEMMA 2.5. Let us suppose that all assumptions from Lemma 2.3 hold 
true and let SE W;(Q). 
Let p E W;(Q), fn p = 0, be a solution for 
-div([(s)K(x)[Vp-fl}=q*-qP in 52, 
i(s)K(x)L%--fl.v=O 
(2.20) 
on r, 
and let s be such that 
c, Ili’llo,m, w IISII l,m,ca < 19 (2.21) 
where C2 is defined by (2.16). 
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Then we have 
IlPll 2,r,R< C24(q’-qP,f) t4c2 llr’l10,u3,W l1411,co,a). (2.22) 
ProoJ We rewrite (2.20) in the form 
-div{l(O)K(x)CVp-fl} =q’-qP-div{C5(0)-5(~)1 
xaVP-J-1) in 52, (2.23) 
i(O) W)CVP -fl . v = CC(O) - i(s)I KCVP -fl on r, 
and introduce an auxiliary function fi 
v”= -K(x)[Vp-f]. 
Let us note that we have 
llfill ~,~,&(n+ 1)IIJ411,m,n CIl~ll~,,,~+ llfllI,r,n3. (2.24) 
As a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3 and the inequalities (2.13), (2.14), 
and (2.24) we have 
IIPII 2,r,D~~l{ll~1-~Pllo,r.n+ llflll,r,Q 
+ (n + I)* l1411,00,0 lll’llO,m. R II~IIL~,~ 
x Cl + GAQ, r)lCllfllI,r,~+ IIPl12,r,~1~. (2.25) 
Now (2.25) can be written in the form 
(1 -c2 llmI,m,W llha,aI llPll27,n 
< c2{l14’-4pllo,r,Q+ Cl + Ili’llo,co,n ll~llO,m,RlllfllI,r,R~. 
Finally assumption (2.21) implies (2.22). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let all assumptions from Lemma 2.5 hold true and let v be 
given by 
v = -C(s) @)CVP -f I. 
Then we have 
llvll l,r,R G A,(q’ - qp, f) *tc* Ilr’llO,m,W lbll Lco,R). (2.26) 
Proof: It is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.5. 
In the preceding considerations we have studied the equation for 
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pressure, with a fixed concentration. Now we turn to Eq. (2.4), with a given 
velocity. Hence we study 
-div{@(u)Vc-uc}+qPc=ql in Q, 
Dfl(u)Vc.v=g on IY 
(2.27) 
LEMMA 2.7. Let u E W:(Q)“, r > n, div u = q1 - qp in 52, and u . v = 0 on 
IY Let assumptions (2.6) and (2.9) be valid. 
Then problem (2.27) has a unique solution CE Wf(Q) and the following 
inequality holds: 
II4 z,r,n G @(Ilull 1,r.n) . i IIhw2 + llgll 1 - I,r,r,rI. (2.28) 
The function Q, is monotone increasing in 1(uII ,r,R and it also depends on n, 
Q, 4, 4, 4, IIdIO,r,D~ llqPllO,r,R~ and ll~$Ilw~,,,~Rn~. 
Proof: Let the bilinear form b be defined by 
b(s, $) = fa D”(u) Vs V4 - JQ us Vd + s, q’s& Vs, 4 E H’(O). (2.29) 
Then (2.6) and (2.9) imply 
where Co is a positive constant depending only on 8, /I, qp, and xd,,,. 
Problem (2.27) has a weak form 
(2.30) 
Proposition 2.1 and the assumptions on u imply that the Lax-Milgram 
lemma holds for (2.30). The existence of a weak solution cgZ-Z’(Q) for 
(2.30) is therefore ensured. The assumption that qp is not (a.e.) equal to 
zero implies uniqueness. Proposition 2.2 implies D$ E W:(a), r > n, Vi, 
jE { 1, . ..) n}. Now we use elliptic regularity for the Neumann problem to 
conclude that CE W;(G) (see Grisvard [6, pp. 92-1191). Note that the 
result obtained by Grisvard [6] is stated only for the case D$E W&(Q) 
and qp E L,(B), but it is possible to prove the general a priori estimate of 
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Grisvard [6, pp. 105-1111 also for Di E W,‘(0), r > n, and then to con- 
clude the W:(Q)-regularity. Multiplication by qp, qp E L,(Q), is a compact 
operator from W,2(Q) + L,(Q); hence we draw the same regularity as for 
qPEL,(S2). Under such assumptions on coefficients, the proof for the 
Dirichlet boundary condition can be found in the book by Ladyienskaya 
and Ural’ceva [7]. 
Inequality (2.28) is a consequence of the a priori estimate for the 
Neumann problem. 
Remark 2.7. Let g = 0. Then it can be proved that 0 < c < 1 (a.e.) on Q. 
3. EXISTENCE IN W:(Q) x W:(Q) 
In the preceding sections we have studied equations for pressure and 
concentration separately. Now we are able to prove existence for 0 < /I < 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 0 < /3 < 1 and let assumptions (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) be 
valid. Furthermore, let us suppose that 
K’II {l +@(A2w’2w1 {114’110 a+ Ilgll,-,,r,r,rI-l o*ms ” 2C2 max{ 1, Cemb} ,rS (3 1) 3 . 
where the functions $ and (0 are defined by (2.19) and (2.28), respectively. 
c emb denotes a constant in embedding Wf(lR)ci W;(Q) and A, = 
&(q’ - qp> f). 
Then problem (2.1)-(2.4) has at least one solution {p, c} E 
w,2w x wf w, In p = 0. 
Remark 3.2. In the most important case when 
i(s)=$j=$j-j [(iw4- 1)s + 114, O<s<l, 
condition (3.1) says that the difference between A4’14 and 1 should not be 
too large, i.e., the mobility ratio should be of reasonable magnitude. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let SE W:(a) be such that 
lbll ,,m,R<max{l, cemb} ~~~2~~~~~~ll~1110,,,n+ llglII-l r,r,r~. (3.2) 
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We consider the problem 
zJ= -i(s) fGH?P-j-1 in Q, 
div o = q1 - qp (a.e.) in 0, 
v.v=o (a.e.) on r, 
(3.3) 
5, j q’ = qp; D s 2’O 
Then Lemma 2.3 implies that (3.3) has a unique solution {p, U} E 
w:(Q) x W:(Q)“, r > n, SD p = 0. Inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) imply 
i.e., inequality (2.21) holds true. Then, using Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 we 
conclude that 
II4 l,r,R 4 4ivf). (3.4) 
Now we consider the following problem: 
-div{@(u) Vc - UC} + qpc = q1 (a.e.) in Q, 
DP(u) vc . v = g on IY 
(3.5) 
Then Lemma 2.7 implies the existence of a unique solution CE W:(Q), 
r > n, for problem (3.5). Furthermore, the inequalities (3.4) and (2.28) 
imply 
llcll Z,r,R G @WM4N{ 114%,r,n + II&Al I - l,r,r,rI. (3.6) 
Let us note that W:(Q), r > n, is compactly embedded in lS’k(Q). 
We define a nonlinear operator T by setting 
T(s) = c (3.7) 
and a Banach space B by setting 
B= W;(sZ). (3.8) 
Let a ball Kc be given by 
Kc= {zEB: llzllB<max{l, Cemb} @(A,+($)) 
x Cl141110,r,n+ llgll,-I,r,r,rl~. (3.9) 
Then it is easy to see that T maps the ball Kc into itself. K, is a convex, 
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closed, and bounded subset of B. Furthermore, 7’(K,) is a compact set 
in B. 
It remains to show that T is continuous. Then the Schauder fixed-point 
theorem will imply the statement of Theorem 3.1. 
Let sl, QEK,, s=.s-s2, and denote the corresponding solutions to 
(3.3)and (3.5) by {pi,ui,ci}, i=l,2. Also, letp=p,-p,, v=u,-Q, and 
c = cl - c2. From (3.3) we have 
-div{i(s,)KVp) = div{K(b -f)CUsl) - iMl> (a.e.) in Q, 
i(s,)KVp.v = - C5(s~)-ih)l KCb-fl .v on r 
(3.10) 
Using inequality (2.22), we obtain 
IIPII 2,r,R d 
2C2b + II2 llKll~,ao,~ II@2 -fll~,r,~ I,itsIj _ rfs2J,, 
1 - c2 ll1’llo,m, R ll~llll,co,R 
1, aJ,R~ 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.4 we therefore have 
and 
From (3.5) we have 
IIPII 2,r.R G Cd llsll B (3.11) 
II4 I,r,R Q c, Ilslle. (3.12) 
-div{DB(u,)Vc-v,c} +q’c=div{[DB(u,)-@(v,)] 
xvc,-UC,) (a.e.) in Q, (3.13) 
P(v,) vc. v = - [Dfl(vJ - P(v2)] vc, . v on I7 
Using inequality (2.28) and Proposition 2.2 we obtain 
Ml 2,r.R G Gcll~lll,r,R + ll4los,,,f21. (3.14) 
Now let s2k + s1 in B, as k + co. The sequence is uniformly bounded in 
B, hence the sequences {Pan}, (vZk}, and {cZk} are uniformly bounded in 
W:(Q), W,1(52)“, and W;(Q), respectively. Furthermore, then p2k + p, in 
I+‘;(Q) and v2k+~1 in Wj(Q)n n JC.~(Q)~. Equation (3.14) therefore 
implies c2k + c1 in W:(Q) and hence in B= W;(Q), i.e., T is continuous. 
Our next goal is to establish existence for /I = 0, which is the most impor- 
tant case. We study this case as the limit fi + 0. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let uk + v in C(O)“. Then 
k-oo s, Cl~,I”k- 11 I4 T,i(v)g=O, lim vg E C(i2). (3.15) 
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Proof: Let 6 > 0 be a given positive number. We split Q in two parts: 
52 = Q, u (Q\Q,), where Q6 = {x E Q: Iv(x)1 > 26). Then, for k 2 n,(6), we 
have Iv(x)-uk(x)I <6, VXE~, and consequently Iuk(x)l >6, Vx~f2~. 
Hence I ukJ ‘lk -+ 1 in C(fi&) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem implies 
/I 
Dg [lu,ll’k-l] IU( T,(U)g -0, k-+ Co. 
On Q\Q6 we have lu(x)l <226, Iuk(x)l ~36, and IuI [T,(u)1 <CC?. 
Therefore 
Ii 
[lukI1’k- l] IuI T,(u)g <2’6. 
Q\% 
Finally, we conclude that 
[bk\l’k- I] (U[ T,(U)g <c& V6>0, 
and therefore the statement of Lemma 3.3 is valid. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let all assumptions from Theorem 3.1 be fulfilled and let 
fi=O. Then problem (2.1)-(2.5) has at least one solution (p, c} E 
VW x WQ), 10 P = 0. 
Proo$ Let {pk, ck} be a solution for (2.1)-(2.5) for /? = Pk = l/k, k E N, 
which satisfies 
IIC II k 1,m,Qfmax{13 %b) ~(A,~(t)){llq’Ilo,r,n+ kliI-l/r,r,r}. (3.16) 
The existence of at least one such solution is ensured by Theorem 3.1. 
The immediate consequence of (3.16) and Theorem 3.1 is 
(3.17) 
where Cs does not depend on k. 
Hence there exists a subsequence of { pk, ck} again denoted by { pk, ckJ 
and {p, c} E W:(Q) x W;(Q) such that 
pk + p weakly in W:(Q) and strongly in W;-‘(Q), as k + GO, 
ck + c weakly in W;(Q) and strongly in W;-‘(Q), as k + co. 
(3.18) 
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Obviously, we have 
vk -+ v = -i(c) K(x)[Vp -f] weakly in #‘f(Q)n, as k + co, (3.19) 
and 
div v = q* - qp (a.e.) in Q, 
v~v=o on IY 
Now we must limit the equation for concentration. We have 
[D’“( ok) vck - vk ck-, vz+ s qpckz R 
=s, qIz+Jrgz, VZEH’(O). 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
Clearly, it is enough to calculate the limits 
!‘“, J1, D’“( Vk) VC, vi?. 
Because of the strong convergence of ck and vk and using the Sobolev 
embedding theorem, Proposition 2.2, and Lemma 3.3, we conclude that 
vi, jc { 1, . . . . n} and Vz E H’(G). Hence 
j D’k(+)Vc,VZ+I D(v)VcVz, as k-m. (3.22) 
R R 
Now we are able to conclude that {p, c> E W;(Q) x W:(Q) is a weak 
solution for (2.1 b(2.5); Theorem 3.4 is therefore proved. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let us suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold 
true, i.e., that problem (2.1)-(2.5) has a solution {p, c> E W,2(Q) x W:(Q), 
BE [O, 1). In addition, we suppose that 52~ C2*l, KE W2,(Q), ql*pE W!(B), 
andf c We”. 
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Then there exists a constant C,, which depends on 9, n, and llKj12,m,a, 
such that for 
1 > CR 111’11 I,co, R Cl +max{L Gd’ @2b42W 
x { ll4%,r,n + llgll 1 - I,r,r,I-)21r (3.23) 
we haue PE W;(Q). 
Proof. We write the equation for pressure in the form 
-div{W) VP-~ I} = -div{ CUO) - i(c)1 KCVP -f I> 
+q*-qp (a.e.) in Q, (3.24) 
i(O) KCVP-f 1 .v= cuo)-r(c)l aVP-fl .v on r. 
Because of elliptic regularity (see Grisvard [6, pp. 128-131]), it is 
enough to discuss a IYf(!S) estimate for the term div{ [5(0)--[(c)] 
K[Vp -f ] }. We have 
Ildiv( CW) - i(c)1 KCVP -f 1 Ill l,r,R 
G CI? 115’11 l,co, R (1 + IICl12,r,D llPll3,r,n + Ilf I12,r,a). (3.25) 
Now we conclude PE Wj(sZ), in the same way as in the proof of 
inequality (2.22) in Lemma 2.5. 
4. WELL-P• SEDNESS IN bV~(Q) x Wj (Q) 
In this section we consider continuous dependence on data. For /I > 0 it 
is possible to establish continuous dependence on data in II’:(Q) x W:(Q); 
however, for /I = 0 it is very unlikely to have well-posedness in these spaces. 
Nonsmoothness of the dispersion tensor D will restrict us to work in spaces 
W:(Q) x I%‘: (Q), ZE (n, + co). In the following we confine our attention to 
/?=o. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let si E W:(Q), i= 1, 2, and let all assumptions of 
Lemma 2.5 be fulfilled. Let {pi, ui} E W:(Q) x W:(Q)” be solutions for 
pressure equations (2.1)-(2.3), for data fi, qf, qp, and si, i= 1,2, and let 
p=p1-P29 v=~l-v2,4 I.P- 1-P -41 -q;‘, f=fl-f2, ands=s,-s,. 
Then 
IIPII 2,r,n G C,AI(d - qP,f 1 t4c2 Il~‘llo,m, w IISIII l,co,R) 
+ c’ 115’11 Lo?, w Cl + IMI I,r,Rl 11~211 l,r,R 
1 - c2 ll5’llo,m, R IISIII 1,r.R 
(4.1) 
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and 
Ilull l,r,n~M+qPJ-) Ic/(G ll5’llo,m,R II~lIII,oo,R) 
+ c Ml 1,r.R ll~‘llI,co, R lbll 1,r,n Cl + Il~*II1,,,01~ 
where C’ and C depend only on Q, n, and llRlll,m,a. 
(4.2) 
Proof. The proof of this Lemma is analogous to the proof of 
Lemma 2.5. 
LEMMA 4.2 (Antontsev et al. [ 1, pp. 220-2261). Let GE C(a)“’ be a 
positive definite matrix, FE Lm(Q)“, and R E L,(T). Let u E H’(Q) be a 
weak solution for 
div{ G(x) Vu + F(x)} = 0 
[G(x) VU + F(x)] . v = -R 
in Q, 
(4.3) 
on r. 
Then we have UE W:(Q), VIE [2, + co), and 
1141 1,~~ G{ll~llo,m,n+ IIRllo,m,r>, (4.4) 
where CA depends only on 0, n, I, and IJGIJ O,oo,R. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let ui~ W,‘(Q)n, r>n, IluiJI,,,,,<A,t,k(f), i= 1, 2, and let 
all assumptions of Lemma 2.7 be fulfilled. Let ci E W:(Q), i= 1,2, be solu- 
tions for the concentration equation (2.4)-(2.5) for data q:‘, gi, and ui, and 
let u=ul-u2, c=c, -c2, ql,p=q:,p-qsp, andg=g,-g,. 
Then there exists a constant C, depending only on 1, IR, n, (IKII ,+,o, and 
on the radius of the ball K,,, which is defined by (3.9), such that 
llcll ,/,n~~,~Ilq’llo,r,a+ IIglll-l/r,r,r 
+ l14pllo,r,~ + bll I,,,LJ = wb(q*~ qp> Ls u). (4.5) 
Proof Algebraic manipulations lead to 
-div{D(u,)Vc-u,c} +qyc=F, (a.e.) in Q, 
D(u,) Vc = H, (a.e.) on r, 
(4.6) 
where F, and H, are given by 
F, = div{ [D(u,) - D(z+)] Vc, - UC*} + q1 - qpcz, 
HI = g- CWu~)-Wudl Vc,. 
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The weak form for (4.6) is 
= - 5 (C~~~,~-~~~,~l~~*-~~*~~~ R 
+ !*, CqI - qpc*l 4 + s, A+, trb E H’(Q). 
We therefore have 
II4 1,2,n 6 GJ&‘~ qp9 g, u), 
where Cw depends on Ik211 1,2,RT IVII w;,,oc(Rn)9 and n. 
Our next step is to rewrite (4.6) in the form 
-div{D(u,)Vc-u,c+F}=O (a.e.) in Q 
[D(u,)Vc-u,c+F] .v=o (a.e.) on r, 
where F is given by 
F= [D(ul) - D(u2)] Vc, - uc2 + H 
and H is a solution for 
div H=q’-qPc2-qyc (a.e. ) in Q, 
-H.v=g (a.e.) on K 
It is easy to see that 
IIHII O,m,R GCH{ut, qp, g9 u) + lICllO,ao,RL 
IIFII o,co,n~ G{4(d qp, g> u) + IICIIO,m,saL 
and 
llu* 4 O,m,R~ CE IIcIIo,m,o~ 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
where CH, CF, and C, depend on ll~~ll~,,,~, IIDII w~~,,,(w)~ n, Q, and 
IIUill 1,r.R. 
Now we apply Lemma 4.2 to problem (4.9). We obtain 
llcll ~,r,nC.,W’llo,m,n+ lI~dlo,oo,~~ 
< C,(A,(q’, qp, g? u)+ IICllo,m,n~~ (4.14) 
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Now we have to estimate JIc/)~,~.~. By interpolation between H’(Q) and 
IV: (52) and using the Sobolev embedding theorem, we obtain 
II4 o,co,~~cl~ Ilclll,/,~+~llclll,l,n. 6 > 0. (4.15) 
Finally, (4.8), (4.14), and (4.15) imply (4.5). 
THEOREM 4.4. Let I E (n, + co), let all assumptions from Theorem 3.4 be 
fulfilled, and let {pi, ci} E W;(Q) x Wf(S2) be solutions for data fi, qf, qp, 
and qi, i= 1, 2. 
Then there exist constants B, and Bw, depending only on Q, n, r, I, 
IlKll 1, oa,R, and radii of the balls KC8, which are defined by (3.9), such that 
IIPI - Pzll*,r,n + IICI - C*II1,I,R 
~B,{llg,-g211,-I,r,r,r+ ll9:-s:llo,r,sa 
+ 119: -4;11o,r,n + llh -Al I&2), 
provided that in addition to (3.1) we have 
(4.16) 
B, 115’11 ~,a, R rnax {-4,(qf -4P, L)) 
x Cl + my {@(4(9: - 47, fl) tit91 
x Cll4fllO,r,~+ Ilgill-l/r,r,rlIl< 1. (4.17) 
Proof: We obtain (4.16) by substituting (4.2) in (4.5). Then inequality 
(4.17) implies the statement of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let all assumptions from Theorem 3.4 be fuljXed and 
let (4.17) hold with q;=q: = fi= g, =O. Then problem (2.1t(2.5) has a 
unique solution {p, c) E Wf(Q) x W:(Q). 
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